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The Affective Fallacy
and the Student's Response to Poetry
Don Gutteridge
Althouse College of Education
University of Western Ontario
London, Ontario, Canada

T HE publication of W. K. Wimsatt's
"The Intentional Fallacy" and "The
Affective Fallacy" in the Sewanee Re-

view in 1946 was an important landmark
in the history of literary criticism. And
while both essays contain significant implications for the teacher as well as the

critic, it is "The Affective Fallacy"

which modern teachers of literature-

poems of Rod McKuen; or, if he musters

courage enough to confront poetry at

all, to take it in diluted doses-in the
communal security of a coffeehouse or
the private safety of a marijuana-dream.
This is not to deny the valid claims that
can be made for genuine folk-art, rock
music, etc., but I have seen no evidence

in working with present-day students
and especially of poetry-should now
that
rethey are able to discriminate any
examine with some care. For it is the
better among these forms than they are
area of affective response which has
in bethe heady world of "high-literature."
We
would be foolish and not-a-little
gun to raise many new problems in
the
reckless
classrooms of contemporary North

America.

to believe that the current in-

terest in these popular forms of art has

Many of our current dilemmas are
made the job of teaching genuine poetry
any easier. Wimsatt, with surprising
probably due to the increased permissiveness of a society which puts few declairvoyance, seems to have predicted

mands (mental or physical) on its chilmuch of what has happened since 1946,
because the affective response to art has
dren, a society in which the term discome to form the dominant critical
cipline can only be used by faculty memframework of our age-a cause celebre
bers susurrating timidly behind closed
for the New Left, and a sacred cow for
doors. It is also due to the contemporary
phenomenon of popularism in the arts:
the unwitting young.
where the teenager is begged to indulge
his emotions in the atavistic rhythms W
of HAT are the ramifications for the
acid rock; or sip leisurely at the predi- classroom of this overemphasis on
gested and commercially packaged songthe affective response? They are a fa210
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THE STUDENT'S RESPONSE TO POETRY 211
pletives teacher.
or grimaces or rhythms, but
miliar litany to every English
in their objects and contem"But that's how I feel aboutpresented
this poem,
plated
as a or
pattern
of knowledge. Poetry
and I don't care much how
you
any
is
a
way
of
fixing
emotions or making
of the others feel." "What right have

them more permanently perceptible
you to interfere with my personal interwhen objects have undergone a funcpretation?" "It's what the tional
words
mean
change
from culture to culture,

to me that's important-not
or whenanyone
as simple facts

of history they

else." "I don't like love poems
have (religious
lost emotive value with loss of

poems, war poems, etc.)immediacy.'
at all; why

should I read this one? They're all the
The that
key phrase
here
same!" "I only like poems
have
a is that poetry is
theme to them, themes that
aboutare
the about
"emotive quality of objects"

and not
things now." One could, alas,
goabout
on, objects
but in and for them-

selves as to
they
would normally be perthese few examples should suffice
point

ceived
andgeneral
responded to in our everyup the relationship between
the
day
life.
We and
can, Wimsatt implies,
pattern of popular culture
and
art,
our own classrooms. The sadmeasure
truth the
is that
effects of a disease, say, on
humans with (and
some degree of empirical
we cannot avoid these questions
should not avoid them), because
art
itself,
certainty
(the
patient occasionally dies),

but one would not
use the same measurand particularly poetry, "confronts"
them

ing other
stick to determine
by its very nature. On the
hand, a personal reaction
modern teachers need answers
for
these
to Blake's
"Sick
Rose." Northrop Frye
puts
it
another
way when he says "howquestions, answers that will be satisfying
to this new breed of students and at the
ever useful literature may be in improvsame time true to the rigorous demands ing one's imagination or vocabulary, it
which the best poetry makes upon us all. would be the wildest kind of pedantry
As I suggested at the outset, some to use it directly as a guide to life."2 Po-

very clear answers are to be found in etry is in its truest sense a contemplation

Wimsatt's "The Affective Fallacy," of objects in which their interrelation-

despite the hoary irrelevance of its age ship as understood by the poet is em-

(1946). Wimsatt makes, among others, bodied in the artefact itself; the effect on
two basic points about the nature of the reader contemplating such an arte-,
poetry. I will discuss these separately, fact is usually his apprehension of the
and then illustrate how they may be felt quality of the objects. This idea is

used in our day-to-day classroom activ- by now commonplace, having been fully elaborated by writers like Susanne K.
Langer
(Feeling -and Form) and ArchiFirst, Wimsatt says that poetry does
bald MacLeish (Poetry and Experience).
not affect us in the same way that real
However, it cannot be elaborated too
objects do, and thus cannot be measured
in the same affective terms.
vehemently in an age when art has become-for some-a blatant form of propa-

ities.

Poetry is characteristically a discourse
ganda (some folk-songs of the Peace
Movement, action theater, so-called docabout both emotions and objects, or
about the emotive quality of objects.

The emotions correlative to the objects1W. K. Wimsatt, Jr., "The Affective Fallacy"
in The Verbal Icon (Lexington: University of
of poetry become a part of the matter
dealt with-not communicated to the
Kentucky Press, 1967), p. 38. All succeeding
quotations from Wimsatt have been taken from
reader like an infection or disease, not
The Verbal Icon and page numbers refer to
inflicted mechanically like a bullet or
this text.
knife wound, not administered like a2Northrop Frye, The Educated Imagination
poison, not simply expressed as by ex(Toronto: C.B.C. Publications, 1963), p. 36.
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It is a It
well known
but nonetheless
umentary novels, etc.).
is in
this light
important
truth
that
there are
two
kinds
that many of our students come
to
the
of
real
objects
which
have
emotive
poetry of contemplation, the poetry of
the objects
which are therereafeeling (as opposed quality,
to the
stimulus

sons for human emotion, and those

sponse pattern of its more emotional
which by some kind of association sugand popular forms),
the poetry which
gest either the reasons or the resulting

preserves the quality
ofthe
emotion
in
its
emotion:
thief, the enemy,
or the
insult that makes us angry, and the
point abundantly clear in speakinghornet
of
that sounds and stings someMacbeth as dramatic poetry vis d what
vis like ourselves when angry; the

time of all time. Wimsatt makes this

Macbeth as historical man.

murderer or felon, and the crow that

kills small birds and animals or feeds

The murder of Duncan by Macbeth, on carrion and is black like the night

whether as history of the eleventh cen- when crimes are committed by men.
tury or chronicle of the sixteenth, has

The arrangement by which these two
not tended to become the subject of akinds of emotive meaning are brought
Christmas carol. In Shakespeare's play together in a juncture characteristic of
it is an act difficult to duplicate in allpoetry is, roughly speaking, the simile,

its immediate adjuncts of treachery, de- the metaphor, and the various less clearliberation, and horror of conscience.
ly defined forms of association (p. 36).
Set in its galaxy of symbols-the hoarse

raven, the thickening light, and the
crow making wing, the babe pluckedMetaphor is the way of poetry, simply

from the breast, the dagger in the air, because it does by its nature establish

the ghost, the bloody hands-this an- relationships and provide an emotive

cient murder has become an objectpenumbra of meaning. In doing so, it

of strongly fixed emotive value (p. 38). renders the quality of its objects in a

form to be felt and contemplated, but
The value of poetry as a fixed pattern of
not to be acted upon, as Frye has warned
feeling, a permanent set of relationships
us. Wimsatt goes on to illustrate this
among objects-rendered through word,
point in reference to Macbeth:

rhythm, sound, drama-is easily lost
sight of in the hysterical climate of

modern-day North America. Nevertheless, we must, as teachers, sympathize
with the honest dilemmas of the young
as they struggle to make compatible the

conflicting aims which they find between

the pseudo-art of the streets and the

political platform, and that to be found
in the valid poetry of past and present as
it is elaborated in the classroom.

T HE only honest way of dealing with
this dilemma on the part of our stu-'

dents is to face the problem directly.

They will never understand poetry until

they see what it is and what it is not.

And they will never learn to assess the
depth of their own response until they
learn how it works, and works on them.
In this regard, Wimsatt provides us with

another clue.

These distinctions bear a close relation to the difference between histori-

cal statement which may be a reason

for emotion because it is believed (Macbeth has killed the king) and fictitious
or poetic statement, where a large com-

ponent of suggestion (and hence metaphor) has usually appeared. The first
of course seldom occurs pure, at least

not for the public eye. The coroner

or the intelligence officer may content
himself with it. Not the chronicler,

the bard, or the newspaperman. To

these we owe more or less direct words

of value and emotion (the murder,
the atrocity, the wholesale butchery)

and all the repertoire of suggestive

meanings which here and there in history-with somewhat to start upon-a

Caesar or a Macbeth-have created out
of a mere case of factual reason for

intense emotion a specified, figuratively
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kind of of
information
fortified, and permanent object
less which will enable

intense but far richer emotion
(p.
37). to the poem. It will
readers to
respond
talk not of tears, prickles, or other
He is saying here that our reaction
to a
physiological symptoms,
of feeling anreal murder might be moregry,
intense
than
joyful, hot,
cold, or intense, or of
vaguer states
emotional disturbance,
our reaction to Macbeth's killing
of of
Dunof shades ofits
distinction and relacan. Perhaps we could even but
measure
tion between
objects of emotion. It is
effects on us: revulsion, vomiting,
interhere our
that the discerning litervention, lynching, a street precisely
riot. But
arythe
critic play
has his insuperable
advantage
response to the murder in
is

over the subject of the laboratory exsurely entailed by the complex emotive
periment and over the tabulator of the
quality surrounding the event.
Weresponses.
might The critic is not a
subject's
even consider or feel like lynching
contributor someto statistically countable reone as a result, but it is always,
in the
true
ports about
poem, but a teacher or
art, a feeling, a parallel response
the
explicatorto
of meanings.
His readers, if
they
alert,
will not be content to
pattern of words and actions
inare
the
play
itself.
take what he says as testimony, but
will scrutinize it as teaching (p. 34).

W HAT does all this mean, though,

to the beleaguered classroom teacher? Simply, that his students' response to
a poem must be measured as a response
to the pattern of emotions embodied in
it, to the objects as they are qualified by

These are wise and, in the light of de-

velopments since 1946, prophetic words.

Practically, they imply that we must

insist that our students give specific re-

sponses to the poem's word-structure,

its language. In short, the only mean-

and the more comprehensive such concrete responses are, the closer we come to
being truly affected by the poem. Note

respond to the words themselves.
This is the second basic point which
Wimsatt makes in his essay. If poetry
is fundamentally objects seen qualita-

cold critical/rhetorical analysis of a poem
in and for itself. Nevertheless, it is only

ingful way in which we can measure the
effectiveness of the poems we teach is
through the way in which our students

that Wimsatt is not recommending a

through our complete response to the

total artefact that a poem can affect us-

emotionally and intellectually. If our

tively through the medium of language,
then critics (and by implication teachers)

students are moved to tears, it will be

depth and range of the poem's effect on

feeling, and not because they are bringing to it the kind of stock-response in-

must learn to discriminate among the
kinds of responses which indicate the

them.

The critic whose formulations lean
to the emotive and the critic whose

because they responded to the poem's

herited from the- more crass forms of

popular art. It is not the tears which

the teacher can measure, but rather the
impact of the poem (as word-structure)
formulations lean to the cognitive which
will induced the tears.
in the long run produce a vastly dif-

ferent sort of criticism.

But how do we distinguish between

The more specific the account of the
literary and crocodile tears? There are

emotion induced by a poem, the more
no easy answers here, but I have been
nearly it will be an account of the
suggesting
thus far that we must learn
reasons for emotion, the poem itself,
and the more reliable it will be as an

to distinguish, or give over the whole

of teaching poetry. (There are
account of what the poem is likely business
to
signs that the latter is beginning to hapinduce in other-sufficiently informed

-readers. It will in fact supply the
pen, in universities as well as high
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emotional
response
whichhopeless,
I have outlined
schools.) The cause
is
not
above (valid poetry,
valid folk-song,prethough, for two general
guidelines
popular "poetry,"
real-lifereading
experiences).
sent themselves after
a close
of
Frye also
sounds a similar warning
about
Wimsatt (and Frye,
Langer,
MacLeish,
etc.).
insisting on value-judgments too soon in

a literary education. "In my opinion

value-judgments in literature should not
F IRST, we must teach poetry. We
be hurried. It does a student little good
must ask questions not only about its
to be told that A is better than B,
content, but about its structure. We
must demonstrate-daily-that close read-especially if he prefers B at the time. He
ing will produce in-depth responses thathas to feel values for himself, and should

the student will recognize as emotional,follow his individual rhythm in doing
as a feeling which he should find quite so" (p. 48).
distinct in kind from his stock-response
to popular art (intense as that might be).SHE result of an dlitist approach, which
It should be noted here that Wimsatt
makes a clear distinction between in-

entails value-judgment and often a

premature aesthetics of literature, is almost
certain to be negative in the contensity of response and richness of
re-,
temporary climate. We must, then, teach
sponse. It may be right here that many
poetry
of our current pedagogical problems
lie,for what it is and can do, and

for the adolescent is prone to confusetrust
the that the student will find for it a

two. He may confuse his intenseproper
and place in his own life. We must

not or
insist on its superiority over the other
very genuine response to rock-music

legitimate claims made upon his emoa Rod McKuen poem with the poten-

tional life, even though most of us pastially richer and more complex response
sionately believe that poetry does into Shakespeare or Keats or Shapiro-and

ducehe
a higher form of response.
thus find the latter wanting. Also,
may find, initially, that his intense Also,
re- and in spite of my somewhat
pejorative remarks about it, we must
action to real-life situations-say sexual
desire-to be more valid than the "cooler"
treat the competing forms of popular
(to borrow a McLuhanesque term) con-poetry and folk-song with deference and
tact. One way of handling this delicate
tent of a Shakespearean love-sonnet.

matter honestly is to teach a unit of
Again, we must understand and sym-

popular poetry or folk-song-in an atpathize with these very genuine psychoto demonstrate to students what
logical dilemmas of our youth. And tempt
it
these forms are and what they can do,
is only by teaching poetry, by showing
and to show them that some discrimthe student exactly what it is and what
ination within these separate modes is
it can do to him, that he is going to dispossible. The essential point is that the
cover its uniqueness and its rightful place
student be made aware in definitional
among the numerous other emotional

terms that these are unique modes, just
responses which make their own genuine
demands on him.
as poetry and drama and the novel are.
A warning is necessary at this point. Each makes its own demands and proMany teachers who do attempt to defineduces its own peculiar effects. Similarly,
poetry for their students fall into the one can deal with the propagandistic
trap of presenting it in a manner whichand activist-oriented forms of literature
can only be described as 6litist. That is,as experiments at the periphery of art,
they present it too zealously as the operating from different premises and
highest form of art; they protest toostriving for different goals. If we truly
much about its value in the hierarchy ofbelieve in the power of poetry (and
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alone measure,
the real effect of a
we should note here let
that
contemporary
poem on the of
student;
e.g., how
it affects
poetry, fiction, and drama
high
quality is still being written
him unconsciously
within
or atthe
the level
traof feeling below or beyond of
expression.
We can
ditional conceptual framework
liternever know in a allow
valid way how
much
ature), then we will honestly
it to
the personal
experience of the individual
compete with its newer
adversaries
or
reader colors his
responses. (A student
complements in a classroom
atmosphere

whose father of
had just
died would cercharacterized by freedom
inquiry,

tainlygenuine
have a peculiar response.
reaction to a poem
disciplined analysis, and
on death
"Do Not
Go Gentle
into
It is conceivable that
inlike
the
long
run

we may lose the battle.
that Good
But Night".)
surely
Both
this
of these areas
are part of than
every reader's
response to
is a less despairing thought
to contemplate the present
poetry,
situation,
and they arewhere,
necessary. Unforin the name of a factitious relevance or a
tunately, they are not measurable, even

fashionable but muddle-headed interdis-

though every perceptive teacher ob-

serves them daily in his students, and no
ciplinary approach, we see English les-i
sons degenerate into debates on polludoubt uses them as general tools to gauge
tion or general discussions of sex and
the overall effect of his literature prolife (worthy as these might be in their
gram. But these deeply felt, personal reown right). The decision to teach rests
sponses to individual poems do not help
squarely on the shoulders of the ineither teacher or student to distinguish
dividual teacher in his own classroom;
the kind and quality of feeling which is
and no amount of rationalizing about
unique to poetry. The recently bereaved
present cultural conditions will alter
child, for example, is probably not dis-

the fact.

criminating between the poet's unique

reaction to his father's death and his own

T HE first guideline, then, for dealing
with the student who says "I can

make it mean what I want it to mean"

reaction to an intensely felt real-life
experience. Not that he should or can

on this occasion; I am merely trying to

emphasize that there are dangerous
or "I prefer Rod McKuen because he's
waters to be crossed when purely psyeasier to read and he really says some-

chological
or physiological responses are
thing to me" is to teach poetry within
a
used to measure the affective impact of
definitional framework which will per-i
mit an honest discussion of other forms
poetry.
of art and pseudo-art, and at the same Although we can never disregard the

time will allow the student himself to

erratic, fortuitous, and genuine re-

sponses of the kind outlined above, we
assess its affective value in competition
with his other emotional needs and recan devise a more valid and systematic
method of helping students measure their
sponses. The second guideline, also im-i

own
plied in Wimsatt, is that the teacher must

response to poetry. We can let

establish a system by which both he them
and talk about the poem and/or write
down
his students can measure response
to their reactions to it. In this way
they are using words of their own to inpoetry of all kinds. In short, we must
find a way of measuring emotional dicate
re- their response to what it is-essentially-an
sponse which obviates the necessity
of artefact of words. From their
our having to count the student's tears
own verbal responses we can at least begin to make a rough but consistent assessor guffaws, or resorting to what Wimsatt

sardonically refers to as the "psychoment of their more general response-

galvanic reflex." Only one avenue is open
one which will permit us to demonstrate
to the teacher, for he can never know,
to them what poetry is and is not, how
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it creates an emotive
quality
objects
metaphor
and structure,of
he indicates
a
which distinguishes
from
experiential
levelit
of response
which
is emotionally
objects and fromprofound
the and
more
direct
at the same
time true to but
less exact emotions
folk-song.
Wimthe of
nature
of the poem itself. His
resatt gives one example
sponse is "cognitively
which
translatable,"
clarifies
and
amenable to
to some
kind of meathis idea of using hence
words
measure
the

effect of words.

surement.

It is not always true that the emotive

N classroom terms, this method of
and cognitive forms of criticism will
sound far different. If
the student
affective
critevaluating
response makes
two
on the teacher. He must, of and
ic (avoiding both demands
the physiological
course, have read and understood
the of
the abstractly psychological
form
report) ventures to
state
with
prepoem
qua poem
in orderany
to be able
to

cision what a line
assessof
variouspoetry
levels of studentdoes-as
response.

"it fills us with a mixture
And secondly, heof
mustmelancholy
permit his stuand reverence for antiquity"-either the
dents to respond in the widest possible
statement will be patently abnormal or

way to the poem's effects. Any good
false, or it will be a description of
teacher
have assiduously
met"the
the
what the meaning ofwill
the
line is:
first demand. It is the second one which

spectacle of massive antiquity in ruins."

often leads
to a misguided
teaching
Tennyson's "Tears,
idle
tears,"
as of
it

poetry, for
the teacher
himself
is apt to
deals with an emotion
which
the
speak-

er at first seems confuse
not to
understand,
his own
personal interpretation
might be thought
a poem
specially
of the to
poem be
with the
itself. That
emotive poem. "The
last to
stanza,"
says
is, he succumbs
the affective fallacy
Brooks in his recent
analysis,
"evokes
himself, and thus is temperamentally unan intense emotional response from the
able to teach the poem in any other way.
reader." But this statement is not really
His questions will tend to direct the stua part of Brooks' criticism of the poem
dents not to the poem as verbal struc-rather a witness of his fondness for
ture, but to the poem as he himself has
it. "The second stanza"-Brooks might
felt it, both cognitively and affectively,
have said at an earlier point in his
with the latter response the more likely
analysis-"gives us a momentary vivid
realization of past happy experiences,
one. This procedure gives rise to the oft
then makes us sad at their loss." But
repeated student complaint: "But you're
he says actually: "The conjunction giving
of
us your interpretation of the
the qualities of sadness and freshness
poem!" I would say that if this charge
is reinforced by the fact that the same
is a repeated one, recurring over a long
basic symbol-the light on the sails of
period of time, then that teacher is
a ship hull down-has been employed
either incompetent or has fallen prey to
to suggest both qualities." The distincthe very fallacy he is attempting to avoid.
tion between these formulations may
Many teachers, in the face of this critseem slight, and in the first example
icism, resort to the tactics outlined earwhich we furnished may be practically
unimportant. Yet the difference between
lier: they give in and let the students

translatable emotive formulas and more

"do their own thing," and thus both in-'

physiological and psychologically vaguestructor and instructed go down toones-cognitively untranslatable-is thegether into the affective morass of stock-

oretically of the greatest importance
response, undefined emotionalism, spe(pp. 33-34).
cious relevance, and other sordid eteeteras.
Brooks has not only felt the sadness in
Tennyson's poem, but by describing
I am suggesting, in the strongest posthat sadness in terms of the poem'ssible terms, that this is not the way ou
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situations
which
are light
common, techniques
The way and the truth
and
the
is
can beas
described,
and ideas
which
to teach not only thewhich
poem
poem,
but
are
comprehensible.
the poem as poetry. In straightforward
In thisquestions
light, I will not
attempt to
terms, this means asking
about
elaborate
specific classroom
procethe way the words and
theon
structure
are
dures for achieving
the first reguideline
operating. Demand concrete
verbal
outlined in Part
I. If written).
the teacher does
sponses at all times (orally
and
know
what poetry
is and how
it means,
Let metaphor work its
own
mystery
on
that he will
be able to teach it,
the students, so longI trust
as their
collective
he is aware
the nature,
eye is trained on theprovided
metaphor
andof
not
results
the Affective Falon your response to causes,
it orand
on
theofother
lacy.
forms of experience they
may innocently

However,
the second guideline-deor maliciously bring with
them.

veloping a hierarchial structure of verIf these two guidelines-teaching
pobal responses framework,
to poetry-might be iletry within a definitional
lustrated by reference toof
a single
poem,
and establishing a hierarchy
verbal

which canworks
serve at least as
a reference
responses to individual
of
artpoint for
a theory
is obviously
are religiously adhered
to,
and which
if the
complex
and demanding
of further
classroom is genuinely
imbued
with
a elab.-

I will refer to a descriptive
lyric
spirit of democratic oration.
but disciplined
inby Leonard Cohen,3
list someof
of the posquiry, and if the teacher
is aware
siblehonest
(and common)
kinds of responses
and sympathetic to the
confusions
of the adolescent, then
results
can
whichthe
students
might give
to it. These
responses
been deliberately
only be favorable. For
the have
students
willstylized
exaggerated
(I hope),
but
see and feel poetry and
in somewhat
a light
which
is
the practicing teacher
will recognize
clear, defining, and personally
illuminathem as types,
even though
they rarely
tive. As Wimsatt's essay
implies
so cooccur in
their
purest form.
gently, there really are
no
alternatives.
Here is the poem:
The road is rocky but straight.
For better

or worse, we must take it.
Go by brooks, love,
II
Where fish stare,
Go by brooks,
NOUGH of theory, says the skeptic;
I will pass there.

what about practice? It is, of course,
impossible to illustrate with any degree
of adequacy the guidelines discussed in

Part I. The variables are almost infinite

Go by rivers,
Where eels throng,
Rivers, love,
I won't be long.

in any given teaching situation; our critGo by oceans,
ical terminology has not yet been stan- Where whales sail,

dardized; and the full complexity of

Oceans, love,

poetry and our human response to it can I will not fail.

never be described in absolute terms.

Nevertheless we write about critical

Let us assume that this poem has been
ideas and pedagogical strategies in
much
given
to a class of high school students,
in theto
academic stream of Grade 11 or 12,
the same spirit in which we dare

teach: the spirit of trust. We trust that

our ideas will be heard and understood

3From Selected Poems: 1956-1968 by Leonard
Cohen.
Copyright in all countries of the Interby those who have shared the literary
national Copyright Union. All rights reserved.
and human experience over a long period
Reprinted by permission of The Viking Press,
Inc.
of time. Thus, in teaching, we find basic
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talking
to his lovedThey
one. It seemshave
as a piece of "sight"
work.
as ifexpress
she is far away, what
and he is re-feelbeen asked merely to
assuring
her,
for he tells her
that to
ings the poem aroused
in
them,
and
if shefully
goes "by brooks"
will defelaborate on these as
as hepossible
initely "pass there." This is emphawith reference to the text of the poem.
sized by his use of the word "will."
Here are five responses
which, I feel,
He then tells her that if she goes
would represent a reasonable
sec-A
"by rivers" he willcross
be there too,
tion from such a class.
and to make it more reassuring, he
tells her that he "won't be long."
1. This is a typical kind of love-poem,
In the last stanza he says that even
with the poet telling his love that
if she goes "by oceans" he "will not
he will climb mountains and cross
oceans for her. It reminds me of
Simon and Garfunkel or Donovan

fail." All of this emphasizes the faithfulness and trust of the lovers. The
because there is a nice rhythm to imagery also describes the nature of
it, and the images are about rivers their love. The brooks are beautiful,

and brooks and lovely pictures of

and the fish stare at them, perhaps

for today's kids don't really talk like

gives us the feeling of a floating
quality, as if the lovers are locked

whales, which suggest the dreaminess out of envy. The rivers are full
of eels (life?) and the oceans have
of love, and how romantic it all is.
lovely sailing whales in them, which
In fact it all seems a bit too much,

this when they're in love. Maybe

there should be some music added

to it. I like Leonard Cohen's songs

very much.

2. This is not really a love-poem at all.

It is a poem about life. It begins

with the childhood stage (brooks)

and carries on with the realities of

adult life (rivers and eels, suggesting

conflict and strife). The last stanza

is the fulfillment of life in a life

after death, in oceans where even
the whales "sail." This seems to be a

Christian poem, and the love here
is the love of man for God, and the

trust he has in Him to carry his

human creation along the waters of

life to the eternity of oceans.

3. This is a love-poem. The poet seems
to be talking to his girl friend, and
telling her that he will be with her
near the brook (maybe a beautiful
place where they planned to meet).
He also tells her that he will come

soon ("I won't be long") and that

he will not fail her. They seem to
be very much in love, and plan to

travel across rivers and oceans. It
seems to be an intense love affair.

in a world of romance.

5. In this love lyric, Leonard Cohen
presents a vivid account of the feel-

ings of a lover for his mistress. He

seems to feel obliged to reassure her,
and perhaps himself, of his faithfulness. We sense this in the ambiguous

verb, "go"-if you go, or I command

you to go; and in the increasing

challenges he sets for their love, im-

plied in brooks-rivers-oceans, and
in "pass," "be long," and "not fail."
He seems to be daring the fates to
test his love. The intensity of his

feelings is also suggested by the imagery and rhythm. In the brooks the

fish stare quietly, in the rivers the
eels "throng," and on the ocean the

whales "sail." We feel the increase

in passion here, from the idyllic love

by a beautiful brook to the passion
suggested by the thronging eels, to
the power, beauty, and freedom of
the sailing whales. The rhythm underlies this feeling because of the

caesura in lines seven and eleven,
and with the heavier spondaic rhythm

of the last line, "I will not fail."
Even the sounds seem to open and

There is a rhyme scheme here, abab,
which makes it sound more like a
love lyric.

rise, from brooks to rivers to oceans.

In it we hear the voice of the lover

of his love.

4. This is a very beautiful love-poem.

Overall this is a subtle poem about
a brave young lover and the depth
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F all student responses
were brings
as clearly
he usually
preformed feelings and
delineated as these, then
there
would
attitudes
to it which
make it impossible

be little difficulty in defining
for him to
levels
read poetry
of re-seriously. In

example
the problem
sponse. Nevertheless,
by No.
at 2least
at- is not disexcept that here
the student does
tempting to clarify similar,
for ourselves
and

read students
some detailsaof
the poem, but demore importantly for our
concides to make of we
them can
what hebewill. His
sistent hierarchy of response,
response is almost
as predictable
as stugin to teach and to evaluate.
What
do
dent No. 1, in that he is bound to genthe responses above indicate?

eralize
about the
poem of
in the wildest
Example No. 1 is the
lowest
level
fashion. These generalizations
response (excepting completely
irrele- are not
usually in at
the area
of It
emotional
vant ones, or no response
all).
in- response
at all, butof
habitually
take the form of
dicates a superficial reading
the poem
unsubstantiated of
allegorizing
or thematas a poem. There is evidence
some
He is
is asgiven
far away in
from reademotional reaction, icizing.
but it

vague terms: "love-poem,"
ing a poem
"dreaminess,"
as a complex pattern of idea
and feeling
the stock-responder; his
"romantic." The analogy
toas climbing
only advantage
over
the latter is that
mountains is perhaps close
to the
lover's
he does tend
of the defeeling of bravado, but
it to
isexamine
notsome
elabtails of the poem andAlso,
attempts to deorated beyond stock-response.
velop a consistent
theory by
of what the
this student's perception
is marred

poem
might
"mean."
his inclination to bring
his
own
analogous
We will
call this type
Level of Unexperience to the poem
before
hethe
has

substantiated Allegorical
Response. Its
"read" the poem's experience
properly.
Analogy can often be typical
a useful
way
for
features
are: (1)
a tendency to
the student, who lacks critical termidescribe themes or allegories in an elabnology, to explain his reactions to a orate manner, (2) a reticence to deal
poem. In this case, however, the analogy with obvious literal details, and (3)
to folk music does not clarify; it merely little or no attention to emotive or forobscures. If this student could be led to

rmal qualities of the poem.

Example No. 3 may not seem, at first
describe a specific song which was very
glance, to be much superior to the first
close to the poem's meaning, it might
two, and in some ways it is not. Howprove a profitable way of drawing the
ever, this student is closer to achieving a
student nearer to the poem. Moreover,
critical response than either the stockthis student suffers from the fallacy that
responder or the allegorizer. For there is
his own opinion (as opposed to his critsteady focus on the poem itself, unical response) is of immense value. Ita is
not, and this point must be made clear
cluttered by personal opinion, analogical
to him immediately.
exposition, or premature allegorizing. He
We will call this kind of reaction
has avoided stock-response by attemptto describe in more concrete terms
the Level of Stock-Response. Its ing
typical
theemo-.
nature of the love involved: "telling
characteristics are: (1) generalized
her way,
that he would be with her," "a
tion usually predetermined in some
(2) superficial reference to the elements
beautiful place," "they plan to travel
oceans." There is evidence here
of the poem, and (3) a confusionacross
of personal opinion with genuine critical
re- connotative meaning has come
that some
sponse.
through, that the student has a general

Stock-Response is the lowestidea
level
of the situation in the poem (a
simply because the student refuses
to
lover talking
about his love with his
consider the poem as artefact; mistress)
in fact and that he has looked at some
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-he senses the dramatic
situation in the
of the poem's details: "brooks,"
"rivers,"
"oceans," "I will not fail." However,
poem, and he seems aware of the cumulative effect of the stanzas). Moreover, he
there is little indication that he has got
much beyond the literal meaning of such
is able to generalize accurately about
details, and when he has, his response to
the overall effect of images and stateconnotation is weak and partial. Notements within the poem: "he is reassuralso that his attempt to comment directly ing her," "a floating quality," etc.).
on the emotion is given in general terms: We will call this type the Level of
"intense" and "very much in love."
Connotative Response. Its typical feaWe will call this kind of reaction the
tures are: (1) an accurate response to inLevel of Literal Response. Its typical
dividual elements in the poem-images,
characteristics are: (1) attention to spesounds, rhetorical statements, rhythm,
etc., and (2) valid generalization from
cific details from the poem, (2) a literal
evidence, colored by a senrecounting of these details, in some internal
coherent fashion, with little or no consitivity to connotation. This level obnotative transfer, and (3) a generalized
viously goes beyond a literal reading,
account (if any) of the poem's feeling:
and avoids the pitfalls of premature althis may be accurate, though general,
legorizing, predetermined emotional reand thus is not really a stock-response.
sponse, and amorphous subjectivity. It
I would scale the Literal Response above
is not the highest level of response, but
the Stock-Response and the Unsubstanit is a valid one, a necessary step which

tiated Allegorical Response, becauseallitstudents of poetry must take.

indicates that the student is at least look-

Example No. 5 represents the highest
ing at the poem. On the other hand, the level of response which we can reastudent who writes a Stock- or Allegori- sonably expect from high school stu-'

cal Response may be temperamentally dents. It reveals all the attributes of the
more amenable to poetry as a medium Connotative Level, but adds to these a
once he has learned to examine it with

sense of completeness, a deeper response

some care. In fact, he may be "turned
to the poem as a whole. This student
has felt the patterns within the artefact
on" to poetry more quickly than the

-the expanding emotion indicated by the
persistent literalist who can rarely pull
his mind or imagination beyond the comincreasing intensity of the statements,
fortable boundaries of the denotative.
the "growth" of the central water image
Nevertheless, the Literal Level is a neces(brooks - rivers - oceans), the shifts in
rhythm and sound structure which reinsary and prerequisite step for both the

student with his stock-emotions and the

force this intensity. And he has been

one with his rarefied allegories. Unless able to integrate the pattern into a felt
each of them accedes to looking at the response. (The literalist, it should be

poem as artefact, neither can hope tonoted here, may be able to recount

attain a satisfactory response to poetry.structural or rhetorical features but is
Example No. 4 is the kind of responseunable to "read" their meaning any bet-

which we hope would be typical of ater than he is imagery or metaphor.)

large section of any English class. It re- We will call this type the Level of
veals a sensitivity to the emotive dePattern-Response. Its typical characteristails of the poem ("brooks are beautiful,"tics are: (1) a deep and integrated re-

"fish stare at them, perhaps out of envy") sponse to the connotations of image,
and also to individual structural features
symbol, sound structure, logic and/or

of the poem ("voice of the lover"-herhetoric, etc., (2) a sense of these verbal
patterns giving shape to a whole exspeaker is the author, "she is far away"perience, and (3) an awareness of the

has not automatically assumed that the
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integration of the emotive
class just
and where
cognitive
he has to

aspects of poetry. Of
course, few
sturesponder
must
learn to
dents will respond fully
to all
of the
and then
connotatively

patterns or all of the patterned
separate images
and
way. It
is only t
cise
description
these le
structural signals in a
poem,
but the of
athierarchical
naturethese
that the student
can
tempt to come to grips
with
will
be present and at least
assess
partially
his own growth.
realized.
Diagnosis of basic
Of course, there are other
responsivelevels
problemsof
thusrebecomes pos.-

sponse beyond Pattern-Response,
and to go
ible; it is then up to the teacher

individual gifted youngsters
may and
achieve
beyond the diagnosis
develop teach-

strategies
which will foster such
these; for example,ing
the
mythological

level, or the allusive growth.
(Cohen's poem has
overtones of both, with
its
Biblical
efFinally,
a rough
system of evaluation
fects in sound and image,
its use
of water
becomes possible
as an ultimate
test of
what the student
has learned about
the
as a controlling symbol).
However,
our
central concern in the
high
schools
is
to
process of reading, and what success the
bring all students upteacher
to the
Connotative
himself
has had in challenging
Level, and as many his
as
possible
totheir
the
class
to reach beyond
present
level of Pattern-Response.
level of understanding.

HEN diagnosis and evaluation be-s

T WO disclaimers must be made here.

First, these five levelscome
of possible,
response
are
so do
teaching

in no way psychologically
valid
cate..
strategies. Lessons
can be
designed to
gories of thought or
feeling
combat
the grosser (in
resultsthe
of Wimsatt's
sense that Bloom's taxonomy
Affective Fallacy: is);
stock they
response, subare merely rhetorical
categories
jective
opinionizing,which
unsubstantiated
generalization.
when
these have
are essentially descriptive,
and And
thus
veri-

fiable only in context
and
inbyoperation.
been
resolved
attention to the Literal
Second, they do not
represent
all
the
and
Connotative Levels,
work
can begin
possible kinds of responses
which
stu- level
on the deeper and
more rewarding
dents might derive of
from
a poem.
Any
Pattern-Response.
The main
pedagogpracticing teacher will
recognize
ical point
to be emphasizedthat
here is that
are successive
and interstudent responses do these
notlevels
appear
in such
a
dependent.
clear and defining light
as the hypothetical examples I have used.
Nevertheless,
Finally, any
rhetorical or pedagogical
these five levels represent
andwithin
restructure can basic
only be operable
peated kinds of responses,
asliterature
such
the larger contextand
of teaching
can provide teacher and
student
with
a
-a context
shaped by the kind
of clear
definitional
framework outlined
in Part
hierarchy of responses,
a general
framework within which literary
growth
can
I: where the nature
of poetry and
how
be nourished, examined,
evaluated.
it means,and
its complicated
hybrid forms,

For example, the teacher
use
its proper placecould
in the contemporary
this hierarchy initially
asideas
a and
diagnostic
complex of
experience can be
tool. The wild allegorizer
must
be shown
examined
in a classroom
atmosphere
why his responses are
in
litwhichinvalid
is conducive to
realalearning,
erary sense, and this
means
that
his and
untrammeled
by 61itism,
moralizing,

postures. this tenteacher must learn tohypocritical
recognize

as Wimsatt
implies, is too
dency early, describe it Literature,
to him
in specific

terms, and show him important
by reference
to the
to be taught badly-or
carelessly.by others in the
higher levels achieved
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